Team Building Events
All for Fun
Have fun and support local and global conservation efforts
through … the Calgary Zoo! Become a wildlife conservation
champion by booking a team building event. The Calgary Zoo is
a perfect place for team work amongst wildlife and wild spaces.
Below are some of the activities that spark plenty of animated
thank you’s from participants.
All options are free from GST as the Calgary Zoo is a charity.
All bookings must be made at least two week in advance.

Scavenger Hunts

Escape Extinction

Self-guided scavenger hunts work
equally well as a break in a day of
meetings or as a half-day event.
Most often used as a reward, this
activity is a fun way to enjoy the
grounds and learn about the zoo
in an organized but informal way.

Escape room meets conservation.
We need your help to save the
Giant Panda from extinction. Can
your team-turned-conservation
researchers complete their tasks
in time to save the world’s most
loved endangered species?

Zoovivor

Guided Tours

Teams are pitted against one
another as they complete multiple
challenges. Ideal for mixed groups
with a wide range of ages and
personalities, Zoovivor is more
structured, and each team is
given a schedule with times and
locations for each activity.

Travel with an Education Guide
through parts of the zoo to get
an in-depth look at the animal
inhabitants. Each person will have
their own headset to listen to the
guide, while allowing participants to
maintain a safe physical distance.
Can also be done virtually.

Contact us today for more
information or booking!
Phone: (403) 232-7770
Email: salesinfo@calgaryzoo.com

Why not add on
some tasty eats!
Customize your team building
package to include food and
beverage vouchers or pre-arranged
options for each of your guests.
You will be happy to know that we
source our ingredients locally to
help protect the environment for
generations to come.

Zoomazing Race
Hurrying through a series
of mental and physical (nonstrenuous) challenges, the
Zoomazing Race is great for
outgoing and competitive groups
that are used to working together.
One of our most popular games.

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING
W I L D L I F E C O N S E R VA T I O N

The Calgary Zoo
1300 Zoo Road NE
Calgary, AB, T2E 7V6

